We all know about the importance of self-care, drinking enough water, a
good night’s sleep, remembering to eat breakfast, and so on. But often,
we struggle to find the time. During lockdown, when many of us are
juggling work and family all in the same space, finding that time
throughout the day might feel especially difficult.
When work, housework, personal projects, cooking, homeschooling, etc.
all take place between the same four walls, it can be tough to separate
ourselves from the constant chaos and feel like we’ve gotten a moment’s
breath or a change of pace. But with a little ingenuity, weaving moments of
relaxation breaks into our daily lives can be done.
Fortunately, we here at Qwell have asked the wider team for some
suggestions on just how to do this, and they’ve given us some awesome
examples. Read below to see what they advise.
Tips to build relaxation time into your day
I complete five-minute meditations from Head Space and similar apps. I do
breathing exercises, too. - Julianna
I love doing sun salutations, generally on a morning, but you can do them
any time. There are loads of video tutorials on YouTube. - Berta
On an evening, I love my Neom wellbeing pod (electric diffuser) with
calming scents. I also love scented candles. - Juno
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I try to spend some time each day listening to some music and playing a
puzzle game or something like that on my phone, just for some me time. I
also like spending time making different crafts. - Naomi
I use a word brain training game on my phone, whenever I have a coffee
break. I just take five to 10 minutes to switch off but also to keep my brain
active. - Amelia
I like walking meditations when out walking the dogs, and I like sleep
meditations, too. - Harper
Hula-hooping! - Eva
I go outdoors during my lunch break and have either a run or a walk with
my dog--lots of time outside in nature walking is my main way to relax,
especially during lockdown, when other activities are not available. - Katie
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